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Abstract
The enthusiasm about successful novel therapeutic strategies in cancer is often quickly dampened by the development of drug
resistance. This is true for targeted therapies using tyrosine kinase inhibitors for EGFR or BRAF mutant cancers, but is also an
increasingly recognized problem for immunotherapies. One of the major obstacles of successful cancer therapy is tumor hetero-
geneity of genotypic and phenotypic features. Historically, drivers for drug resistance have been suspected and found on the
genetic level, with mutations either being pre-existing in a subset of cancer cells or emerging de novo to mediate drug resistance.
In contrast to that, our group and others identified a non-mutational adaptive response, resulting in a reversible, drug tolerant,
slow cycling phenotype that precedes the emergence of permanent drug resistance and is triggered by prolonged drug exposure.
More recently, studies described the importance of initially reversible transcriptional reprogramming for the development of
acquired drug resistance, identified factors important for the survival of the slow cycling phenotype and investigated the
relationship of mutational and non-mutational resistance mechanisms. However, the connection and relative importance of
mutational and adaptive drug resistance in relation to the in vitro models at hand and the clinically observed response patterns
remains poorly defined. In this review we focus on adaptive intrinsic phenotypic plasticity in cancer cells that leads to the drug
tolerant slow cycling state, which eventually transitions to permanent resistance, and propose a general model based on current
literature, to describe the development of acquired drug resistance.
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Introduction

Human cancers, which are generally assumed to originate
from a single cell (Boyd et al. 2012; Rycaj and Tang 2015),
display surprising heterogeneity of phenotypic and genotypic
features (Marusyk and Polyak 2010). This heterogeneity has
long been known (Fidler 1978) and was extensively studied in
the following decades. Since then several models have been
developed to describe intratumoral heterogeneity. The two
most appealing ones are the classical Darwinian-like clonal
evolution, which describes the selection of sub clones with
equal tumorigenic potential and the cancer stem cell (CSC)
model constituting a hierarchical organization within the

tumor were a small population of CSCs gives rise to non-
tumorigenic progenitors establishing the tumor with all the
heterogeneous phenotypes (Cabrera et al. 2015; Marusyk
and Polyak 2010; Vlashi and Pajonk 2015). Even though there
is convincing evidence for either model (reviewed in
(Apostoli and Ailles 2016)), the observed tumor heterogeneity
is complex and it appears highly likely that both models are
not mutually exclusive but rather co-exist (Cabrera et al. 2015;
Shackleton et al. 2009). An additional layer of complexity is
added by phenotypic plasticity, which describes changes of
cellular states either stochastically or in response to an external
stimulus (Marusyk et al. 2012). Recent studies showed bidi-
rectional interconversions between stem like and non-stem
like states (Chaffer et al. 2011; Chaffer et al. 2013; Gupta
et al. 2011) which is incompatible with the hierarchical unidi-
rectional CSC model suggesting a key role of phenotypic
plasticity for tumor heterogeneity.

Since the declaration of the BWar on Cancer^ (Hanahan
2014), tremendous research efforts combined with technical
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advances, like high throughput sequencing, resulted in extraor-
dinary progress to our understanding of cancer pathogenesis.
Identifying Bdriver^mutations in cancer allowed for the design
and development of targeted drugs that specifically inhibited
mutation induced pathways. A prime example are inhibitors
targeting the BRAF kinase that is mutated in approximately
50% of cutaneous melanomas but is also found in colorectal
cancer, non–small-cell lung cancer, papillary thyroid cancer,
diffuse gliomas and cholangiocarcinoma (Hyman et al. 2015).
These drugs show a remarkable clinical response compared to
conventional chemotherapy (Ugurel et al. 2016) and represent
one of the most distinct milestones in the BWar on Cancer .̂

Unfortunately, responses to targeted therapy are often short
lived (Holohan et al. 2013) and immunotherapies as well lead to
the development of drug resistance (Sharma et al. 2017). One of
the major challenges for successful cancer therapy is the afore-
mentioned tumor heterogeneity. Melanomas for example, show
substantial heterogeneity at the genetic as well as the biological
level. Genetic heterogeneity includes the presence of
BRAFV600E/NRASwt and BRAFwt/NRASQ16R in the same lesion
(Sensi et al. 2006), heterogeneity of BRAFV600E and BRAFwt

within a primary melanoma (Lin et al. 2011), or between pri-
mary and metastatic melanomas (Yancovitz et al. 2012).
Examples for biological heterogeneity include switching be-
tween proliferative and invasive states (Hoek et al. 2008), var-
iable expression of tumor-associated antigens (Slingluff et al.
2000) as well as dynamic expression of CSCmarkers including
CD133 (Shackleton et al. 2009), ABCB5, NGFR (Quintana
et al. 2010) or KDM5B (Roesch et al. 2010). Considering the
dynamic expression pattern of these CSC markers, combined
with the fact that literally every melanoma cell has tumor initi-
ating potential (Quintana et al. 2010), evidence supports a
prominent role for phenotypic plasticity as source for tumor
heterogeneity in melanoma. Similar observations were made
in other solid cancer types (Gay et al. 2016; McGranahan and
Swanton 2017). The consequences of the highly heterogeneous
nature of tumors are reflected in the clinical presentation of the
therapeutic response and represent a monumental challenge for
clinical success of cancer treatment strategies.

Hereafter, we will discuss the origin of drug resistance with
a focus on adaptive phenotypic plasticity and propose a gen-
eral model based on current literature, in an effort to describe
the response of cancer cells to chronic drug exposure.

Intrinsic drug resistance

Intrinsic resistance is characterized as non-responsiveness to-
wards a specific therapy or the rapid progression despite ther-
apy, which is caused by resistance mediating, pre-existing
mutations or other cellular features that are often present in
subpopulations of the tumor (Fig. 1). Such intrinsic resistance
mechanisms are present in a subset of patients with a well-
defined mutational background. In melanoma, 48–59% of

tumors harboring the BRAFV600E mutation show a clinical
response to BRAF inhibition (Hauschild et al. 2012). In con-
trast, BRAF mutant colorectal cancers that count for approxi-
mately 10% of all cases, show only a marginal response rate of
5% (Prahallad et al. 2012), suggesting that colorectal cancers
have an intrinsic resistance mechanism that appears to be ab-
sent or less common in melanoma. Prahallad et al. investigat-
ed this astounding difference using shRNA mediated knock-
down to screen for the involvement of 518 human kinases and
17 additional kinase-related genes and found that knockdown
of EGFR sensitized BRAF mutant colorectal cancer cells to
BRAF inhibition. Mechanistically, BRAF inhibition resulted
in decreased activation of CDC25C, a phosphatase involved
in dephosphorylation and inactivation of EGFR, followed by
rapid activation of EGFR and its downstream target AKT.
Accordingly, combined BRAF and EGFR inhibition showed
synergistic efficiency in colorectal cancer cells in vitro and
in vivo (Prahallad et al. 2012). Melanomas are derived from
the neural crest and therefore have low endogenous EGFR
expression, which explains the stunning intrinsic difference
in drug sensitivity of two cancer types that are driven by the
same mutation (Prahallad et al. 2012). EGFR itself is mutated
in approximately 20% of all non-small-cell lung cancers
(NSCLCs), with significantly increased prevalence in patients
of Asian ethnicity (Wang et al. 2016). Similar to mutant
BRAF, several drugs have been developed to target mutant
EGFR, with response rates over 70% in patients with disease
driven by activating EGFR mutations (Mok et al. 2009).
However the genetic landscape of EGFR mutations is more
complex. The majority of tumors (>90%) show an in-frame
deletion in exon 19 or a L858R substitution in exon 21 that
result in constitutively active EGFR signaling and can be
inhibited by first-generation EGFR inhibitors like erlotinib
or gefitinib (Mok et al. 2009). Beside these drug vulnerable
mutations, specific insertion mutations in exon 20, which rep-
resent 5–10% of all EGFR mutations, have been shown to be
non-responsive to first-generation EGFR inhibitors (Greulich
et al. 2005; Naidoo et al. 2015). Therefore, EGFR is a prime
example how different mutations in the same gene that all
result in constitutive pathway activation can confer intrinsic
resistance to specific small molecule inhibitors. In addition to
the common activating EGFR mutations, the substitution of
methionine for threonine at position 790 of the EGFR gene
has been found to confer resistance to first generation EGFR
inhibitors by preventing the binding of the inhibitor to the ATP
binding pocket (Wang et al. 2016). This mutation is common-
ly found in patients with acquired resistance to first generation
EGFR inhibitors (Yu et al. 2013) but can also be found in
treatment naïve tumors. The detection frequency of pre-
existing EGFRT790M is highly variable, depending on the de-
tection method (2–80%) (Wang et al. 2016) and is associated
with decreased progression free survival and overall survival
(Lee et al. 2014), suggesting that pre-existing EGFRT790M is
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an intrinsic resistance mechanism to EGFR inhibition in
EGFR mutant NSCLC. The third generation of EGFR inhib-
itors like osimertinib, an oral, irreversible inhibitor specifically
designed to target EGFRL858R, EGFRdel19, and EGFRT790M

(Liao et al. 2016), showed a clinical response of 71% in pa-
tients with EGFRT790M positive lung cancer with significantly
improved progression-free survival compared to patients re-
ceiving platinum therapy plus pemetrexed (Mok et al. 2017).
Despite this success, a significant number of patients is not
responding to these third generation inhibitors and resistance
has been linked to yet another EGFR mutation (EGFRC797S)
(Thress et al. 2015).

Acquired drug resistance

In contrast to intrinsic resistance that prevents any meaningful
clinical response to anti-cancer therapy, acquired resistance
develops after a significant initial response over the course
of several month. In many cases, tumors that progressed after
an initial success acquired new resistance mediating muta-
tions. One such example is the previously mentioned
EGFRT790M mutation, which can be found in approximately

60% of patients that progressed after therapy with first gener-
ation EGFR inhibitors (Yu et al. 2013). To determine if the
high prevalence of EGFRT790M in tumors that relapsed after
successful first generation EGFR inhibitor therapy is strictly
the result of selection of pre-existing sub clones Hata et al.
generated multiple resistant clones of PC9 cells in parallel,
using escalating concentrations of the EGFR inhibitor, gefitin-
ib (Hata et al. 2016). This method resulted in an unexpected
variance of time to resistance, with a few clones regaining
rapid proliferation after 2–3 weeks of drug exposure, while
others required up to 40 weeks to develop resistance. Using
lentiviral Clontracer barcodes, Hata et al. was able to show
that the early resistant clones derived from pre-existing sub-
populations that are present at frequencies below the detection
limit of standard next-generation sequencing or droplet digital
PCR (Hata et al. 2016). Accordingly, only 90 of 1260 tested
cell pools showed early resistance mediated by pre-existing
subpopulations, while the majority resembled a slow cycling
drug tolerant state that was previously linked to chromatin
remodeling (Hata et al. 2016; Sharma et al. 2010).
Continuous treatment of cell pools without signs of early re-
sistance for up to 47 weeks resulted in the emergence of

Fig. 1 Acquired and intrinsic drug resistance. Static, pre-existing
subpopulations within a tumor can mediate intrinsic drug resistance.
These subpopulations often harbor resistance mediating mutations,
which quickly become the predominant population resulting in minor

response and rapid progression. In contrast, drug sensitive tumors show
a rapid regression in response to anti-cancer drugs followed by the
development of a variety of acquired resistance mechanisms (resistance
A, B or C)
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EGFRT790M positive clones in approximately 30% of the test-
ed cell pools, with undisclosed resistance mechanisms in the
remaining samples. Transcriptional profiling revealed that late
EGFRT790M positive clones shared features of the slow cy-
cling drug tolerant state while early EGFRT790M positive
clones clustered with parental cells (Hata et al. 2016), suggest-
ing that de novo emergence of EGFRT790M from a slow cy-
cling drug tolerant state is one of multiple mechanisms of
acquired resistance to first generation EGFR inhibitors.
Similarly, it recently has been shown that unsupervised clus-
tering of transcriptional profiles including the top 3000 most
variant genes of melanoma patient derived cell lines that de-
veloped resistance after long term exposure to BRAF or
BRAF/MEK inhibitors, distinguished two different clusters
(Song et al. 2017). One cluster included resistant cell lines
with specific drivers of MAPK reactivation/addiction, like
BRAF splicing, BRAF amplification or NRAS mutations that
were previously linked to BRAF inhibitor resistance (Bhang
et al. 2015; Shi et al. 2014) and clustered together with paren-
tal transcriptional profiles. The second cluster displayed
transcriptomic reprogramming away from MAPK dependent
and therefore BRAF and BRAF/MEK inhibitor sensitive pa-
rental cells (Song et al. 2017). Interestingly, both resistant cell
types emerged after an initial transition into a slow cycling
state and the trajectory of the transcriptomic profiles of these
slow cycling cells were found to be similar to the resistant
cells that displayed cellular reprogramming. This suggests that
drug exposure initially results in transient cellular
reprogramming that decreases MAPK dependency, which
can be followed by either re-establishment of hyperactivated
MAPK signaling as mediated by genetic alterations and over-
expression of components of the MAPK pathway, or aggra-
vating and persistent cellular reprogramming away from an
MAPK signaling dependent phenotype. Importantly,
transcriptomic profiles of the majority of on treatment, but
not progressive disease patient tumors showed similar trajec-
tories, suggesting cellular reprogramming in patients (Song
et al. 2017). Taken together, the studies performed by Hata
et al. and Song et al. convincingly show that mutation induced
drug resistance can be either intrinsic (pre-existing) or ac-
quired (de novo mutations) and highlight the presence of an
cancer and drug type independent early slow cycling drug
tolerant state that undergoes cellular reprogramming to sur-
vive initial drug exposure, which then give rise to mutational
and non-mutational drug resistance (Fig. 1).

The slow cycling phenotype

Phenotypic switching between a drug sensitive proliferative
state and a drug tolerant slow growing state in a genetically
homogeneous population, which is associated with increased
drug resistance was described in bacteria more than a decade
ago (Balaban et al. 2004) and has yet to be fully understood

and overcome (Holden 2015). Interestingly, it was shown that
bacteria in the slow growing state that persisted after antibiotic
treatment could spontaneously switch to a proliferative state
upon drug removal and give rise to a drug sensitive population
(Balaban et al. 2004), indicating that these sub clones did not
acquire resistance mediating mutations. Similar to this,
Sharma et al. described a reversible, slow growing, mainly
G1 arrested subpopulation in cancer cells that persists after
exposure to anti-cancer drugs at concentrations 100-fold
greater than the IC50 (Sharma et al. 2010). The slow growing
population was able to re-establish the drug sensitive hetero-
geneous parental population upon drug withdrawal and single
cell derived clones showed a similar number of slow growing
drug tolerant cells once challenged with anti-cancer drugs
(Sharma et al. 2010). This suggests that the slow cycling phe-
notype is not a static, pre-existing subpopulation but rather a
dynamically regulated phenotype that is stochastically occur-
ring within cancer cells. Supporting this hypothesis, Shaffer
et al. recently identified rare cell variability that conferred
BRAF inhibitor resistance (Shaffer et al. 2017). They ana-
lyzed transcriptomics profiles of drug sensitive and drug re-
sistant cell populations utilizing high-throughput single-mol-
ecule RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) to iden-
tify pre-existing single cells with high expression levels of
individual resistance markers, including WNT5A, AXL,
EGFR, PDGFRB, NGFR and JUN. Expression levels of these
marker genes showed high variability in single cells but were
found to have a high degree of co-expression (Shaffer et al.
2017). Isolated cells with increased expression of either
EGFR, NGFR or AXL were more likely to become resistant
upon drug exposure compared to unsorted parental cells.
Accordingly, expression of multiple markers further increased
the tendency to become resistant and the cells gradually
reprogrammed their transcriptional profile to resemble the sta-
bly resistant state (Shaffer et al. 2017). This is in line with
Song et al. (Song et al. 2017) and suggests that dynamic drug
induced cellular reprogramming is a key mechanism of ac-
quired drug resistance. In accordance with the dynamic drug
induced cellular reprograming found in melanoma and lung
cancer, we identified that chronic, sub lethal drug exposure
triggers a cellular response leading to a slow cycling, multi-
drug tolerant phenotype (Ravindran Menon et al. 2015).
These so called induced drug-tolerant cells (IDTCs) appear
to be the result of cellular reprogramming and not the selection
of a pre-existing subpopulation, as the majority of cells sur-
vived the drug treatment and adopted the slow cycling, mainly
G1 arrested phenotype that is reversible upon drug withdraw-
al. IDTCs are characterized by increased expression of mela-
noma stem cell markers likeNGFR, SOX10 and CD44 as well
as increased expression of drug efflux genes including
ABCB5, ABCA5, ABCB8 and ABCB4. Accordingly, IDTCs
were found to be multi-drug resistant as neither increased
concentrations of BRAF inhibitor, the MEK inhibitor
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GSK1120212 nor cisplatin showed any significant effect on
these slow cycling cells (Ravindran Menon et al. 2015). The
phenotypic switch displayed profound alterations of histone
methylation patterns. We found that IDTCs showed decreased
H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 as well as increased H3K9me3,
which was accompanied by increased expression of histone
modifying enzymes including the H3K27 specific
demethylases KDM6A, KDM6B and the H3K4 specific
demethylases KDM1B, KDM5A and KDM5B (Ravindran
Menon et al. 2015). Increased expression of KDM5A
(Sharma et al. 2010) and KDM5B (Roesch et al. 2013) have
previously been found to be functionally important markers of
slow cycling cancer cells that are enriched upon drug expo-
sure, whereas the pre-existing KDM5Bhigh subpopulation was
also found to be essential for continuous tumor growth in
melanoma (Roesch et al. 2010). Loss of H3K4me3 and in-
crease of H3K9me3 has recently been described in drug in-
duced slow cycling EGFR mutant non-small-cell lung carci-
noma and other cancer types (Guler et al. 2017). Specifically,
multiple H3K9me3 specific histone methyltransferases, in-
cluding SETDB1 and EHMT2 are upregulated and important
for the survival of slow cycling drug tolerant cells. In addition,
key factors for H3K9me3 mediated heterochromatin forma-
tion like HP1γ, ATRX and H3.3 are involved in the formation
of the slow cycling drug tolerant state and RNA sequencing
revealed an increase in IFN response/antiviral defense genes
(Guler et al. 2017). Accordingly, a global increase in repres-
sive chromatin was found in repetitive regions of the genome
while IFN responsive genes showed increased chromatin ac-
cessibility. Mechanistically, H3K9me3-mediated heterochro-
matin formation suppressed the expression of LINE-1 ele-
ments, which was reversed by HDAC inhibition and contrib-
uted to HDAC inhibitor mediated ablation of the slow cycling
drug tolerant cell population (Guler et al. 2017). It is notewor-
thy that our studies showed that short term HDAC inhibitor
treatment as used by Guler et al. reversed the histone methyl-
ation pattern in slow cycling drug tolerant cells from the char-
acteristic H3K4me3low/H3K9me3high to a H3K4me3high/
H3K9me3low pattern (Ravindran Menon et al. 2015), which
is in line with the previously described de-repression of
H3K9me3 suppressed LINE-1 elements. However, this was
only transient and continuous exposure to BRAF inhibitors,
the drug used to trigger the transition into the slow cycling
state, in combination with the HDAC inhibitor TSA resulted
in the re-establishment of the H3K4me3low/H3K9me3high his-
tone methylation pattern characteristic for the slow cycling
drug tolerant phenotype (Ravindran Menon et al. 2015). In
general, we found that strategies to eradicate slow cycling
subpopulations that were identified based on the expression
of KDM5A (Sharma et al. 2010) and KDM5B (Roesch et al.
2013) were mostly unsuccessful in our IDTC cells as they
only induced a minor growth deficiency (Ravindran Menon
et al. 2015). Similar to what was seen for the HDAC

inhibitors, continuous co-treatment of BRAF inhibitor derived
IDTCs with either an MEK or AKT inhibitor initially sup-
pressed the respective target pathway followed by a gradual
re-wiring to re-establish pathway activation (Ravindran
Menon et al. 2015). It is possible that slow cycling cells se-
lected based on expression of specific markers like KDM5B
represent a subtype of the slow cycling phenotype with spe-
cific vulnerabilities to which the bulk of the slow growing
cells can further adjust. This hypothesis is supported by the
high variability of the transcriptomic profiles of slow cycling
drug tolerant cells that gradually reprogram towards the resis-
tant phenotype (Shaffer et al. 2017; Song et al. 2017). Because
of this, vulnerabilities of the drug induced slow cycling phe-
notype could change over time, which has to be considered
when comparing different studies and during the development
of therapeutic strategies. Furthermore, the very high initial
drug concentration to generate slow cycling drug tolerant can-
cer cells chosen in some studies results in a very small number
of surviving cells (Sharma et al. 2010). If such a strategy,
which might be clinically not relevant, is employed in combi-
nation with treatments aimed to target the slow cycling phe-
notype, the number of remaining slow cycling cells that fur-
ther adapts to the new challenge might be too low to perceive
within the experimental timeframe.

The histone methylation patterns of the slow cycling drug
tolerant state described by Guler et al. is similar to our IDTC
state in regards to H3K4me3 and H3K9me3, but it differs
from the observed H3K27me3 levels. Guler et al. found in-
creased H3K27me3 levels in their drug tolerant persister pop-
ulation (Guler et al. 2017), while IDTCs showed a global
decrease of H3K27me3 after 12 days of drug exposure
(Ravindran Menon et al. 2015). In comparison, glioblastoma
stem cells (GSC) exposed to targeted kinase inhibitors also
undergo a reversible transition into a slow-cycling, persistent
state (Liau et al. 2017). This state is characterized by global
loss and redistribution of H3K27me3 as well as increased
H3K27ac at enhancer-like elements and increasedNotch path-
way activity and dependency. Accordingly, slow cycling
GSCs showed increased expression of H3K27 demethylases
KDM6A and KDM6B, which were found to be essential for
the emergence of the slow cycling phenotype (Liau et al.
2017) and are also up regulated in our IDTC cells
(Ravindran Menon et al. 2015). In line with these observa-
tions, slow cycling drug tolerant melanoma cell lines and on
treatment tumors undergo a mesenchymal-invasive-
angiogenic switch that is manifested by differential
H3K27ac and CpG specific hyper- and hypo-methylation
(Song et al. 2017). While a conclusive explanation for the
discrepancy of H3K27me3 levels in the different studies of
drug induced slow cycling cells is difficult, the gradual cellu-
lar reprogramming discussed earlier could be involved.
Treatment durations and drug concentrations to establish the
slow cycling phenotype are different in individual studies,
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which opens the possibility that loss of H3K4me3 and gain of
H3K9me3 are coordinated events while H3K27me3 remodel-
ing is a separate step in the reprogramming process.

Escaping the slow cycling state by cellular
reprogramming to regain proliferation

While evidence for the importance of a therapy induced, re-
versible, slow cycling, drug tolerant phenotype is accumulat-
ing and is being increasingly accepted, how stably resistant
cancer cells can emerge from this slow cycling phenotype and
details how cancer cells escape the drug induced slow cycling
state remain enigmatic. In the work that first identified a epi-
genetically driven drug induced slow cycling state, Sharma
et al. also noted that slow cycling drug tolerant persisters
(DTP) will eventually re-enter the cell cycle and regain pro-
liferation following continuous drug exposure (Sharma et al.
2010). These cells showed differential expression of cell sur-
face markers, including CD133 and CD24 compared to DTPs
but still regained drug sensitivity upon drug withdrawal
(Sharma et al. 2010). In comparison, continuous culturing
(6–8 month) of isolated cell clusters that emerged from slow
cycling cells generated using the same protocol established by
Sharma et al. showed a high diversity of resistance mecha-
nisms and were non- or only partially reversible (Ramirez

et al. 2016), suggesting that cells that escape the drug induced
slow cycling state have a distinct phenotype that undergoes
further alterations to stabilize a range of resistance mecha-
nisms. The hypothesis that re-proliferating drug tolerant colo-
nies present a distinct phenotype are supported by previous
findings of Song et al. who shows that BRAF or BRAF/MEK
inhibitor exposed cells that escaped the initial slow cycling
state have a distinct morphology and transcriptional profile
compared to the slow cycling state, whereas the transcriptional
profile showed a trajectory towards the MAPK-redundancy
resistance type (Song et al. 2017). Further evidence is present-
ed by Shaffer et al. who observed the emergence of drug
resistant proliferating colonies from the initially slow cycling
cell population during cronic drug exposure, which was di-
rectly linked to the dynamic existence of cells expressing a
number of resistance marker genes (Shaffer et al. 2017). They
utilized a genome-wide assay for transposase-accessible chro-
matin (ATAC-seq) tomap putative transcription factor binding
sites and found a global loss of accessible chromatin within
the first week of drug treatment (Shaffer et al. 2017). The
observed loss of binding sites was mainly attributed to loss
of SOX10 binding, suggesting that drug exposure results in a
de-differentiated state (Shaffer et al. 2017). This is in line with
our observation that IDTCs are characterized by increased
CD271 (Ravindran Menon et al. 2015), which is a marker

Fig. 2 Proposed model for the development of acquired drug
resistance. A small subset of the parental drug sensitive population
undergoes consistent transcriptional reprogramming resulting in
phenotypic switching between a proliferative, drug sensitive and a slow
cycling drug resistant state. Treatment with targeted therapy or
chemotherapy will initially facilitate cellular reprogramming towards
the slow cycling drug tolerant phenotype, characterized by repressed
transcriptional activity that has been described using different terms in
the literature, including drug tolerant persisters (DTP), induced drug
tolerant cells (IDTC) or persisters. Continuous drug exposure will

eventually lead to reactivation of transcriptional activity in a subset of
the slow cycling population, which allows regain of proliferative capacity
resulting the the formation of proliferative colonies. This state has been
described using terms including drug tolerant expanded persisters
(DTEP), drug tolerant proliferating persisters (DTEPP) or drug resistant
colonies. These re-proliferative colonies will further stabilize their drug
tolerant transcriptional profile to become permanent drug resistant.
Alternatively, cells at the slow cycling or colony state acquire de novo
mutations during the adaptive transition to become permanently drug
resistant
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for a de-differentiated state in melanoma (Beretti et al. 2015).
This initial loss of accesible chromatin was followed by a gain
of transcription factor binding sites after 4 weeks of continuous
exposure to BRAF inhibitors, which coincides with the
emergnce of drug resistant proliferating colonies. TEAD and
AP-1 signaling pathways were among the most highly activated
(Shaffer et al. 2017), which was previously associated with in-
creased resistance to MAPK pathway inhibition of an invasive
cell state in melanoma (Verfaillie et al. 2015). This phenotype
shares similarities to the transcriptional profiles of resistant cells
that underwent transcriptomic reprogramming away from
MAPK dependence and on-treatment residual melanoma in pa-
tients described by Song et al. (Song et al. 2017), suggesting that
this in vitro phenotype is also present in patients undergoing
cancer therapy.

Conclusion and future directions

Considering the in vitro time points that are generally described
for the drug tolerant slow cycling state (9–14 days) (Guler et al.
2017; Ravindran Menon et al. 2015) and the occurrence of re-
proliferating drug tolerant colonies (3–6 weeks) (Shaffer et al.
2017; Song et al. 2017), the current literature supports a state
wise transition as the primary response to cytotoxic drugs and
targeted inhibitors. Drug sensitive cancer cells adapt by gradu-
ally reprogramming their transcriptome. First they respond by
reversibly entering a slow cycling multi-drug tolerant state that
is characterised by chromatin mediated transcriptional repres-
sion and de-differentiation. Continuous drug exposure eventu-
ally triggers further cellular reprogramming in a subset of the
slow cycling cell population, whereas the cells activate a spe-
cific transcriptional profile and re-enter a proliferative state.
These re-proliferative colonies are still reversibly drug resistant
but eventually stabilize their new transcriptional profile and
become permanently drug resistant (Fig. 2).

While development of therapeutic targets often focus on
overcomming one of multiple reported mechanisms that me-
diate resistance to a particular drug, this model offers two
novel possible intervention strategies, the slow cycling drug
tolerant state and the re-proliferating yet reversible colony
state. Successful inhibition of the transition into the slow cy-
cling drug tolerant state could result in the complete
erradication of the drug sensitive cancer cell population.
Depending on pre-existing tumor heterogeneity, successive
or simultaneous drug combinations that exploit vulnerabilities
of individual subpopulations with agents that block the adap-
tive transition into the slow cycling drug tolerant state could
therefore hold promise to erradicate tumors.

Another strategy embarks on effective re-sensitization of
tumors after disease progression by providing a period of drug
holidays (Das et al. 2013; Kurata et al. 2004; Seghers et al.
2012), which might indicate that the re-proliferative colony
state is in fact contributing to disease relapse observed in

cancer patients. If this proofs to be true, identification of trig-
gers and mechanisms that allow individual cancer cells to
escape the drug induced slow cycling state and establish pro-
liferative cellular clusters would be of utmost importance, as
these could represent very attractive targets for therapeutic
intervention. Inhibiting the transition into the re-proliferative
colony state could prevent or delay the emergence of drug
resistance and potentially prolong disease remission.

It is important to emphazise that cellular reprogramming
mediated resistance and the occurrence of genetic resistance
is not necessarily mutually exclusive. Rather the slow cycling
drug tolerant population could be seen as a reservouir from
which clones with additional aquired muations can arise.
(Hata et al. 2016; Ramirez et al. 2016) (Fig. 2).While it remains
unclear whether or not blocking cellular reprogramming that
allows cancer cells to enter/escape the drug induced slow cy-
cling state has any effect on the frequency of aquired resistance
mediating mutations, the very similar features of the drug in-
duced phenotypic transition that is shared by multiple cancer
types challeneged with different drugs habors the hope that
targeting mechanisms that facillitate drug induced cellular
reprogramming could improve a range of well established treat-
ment strategies and aid a broad spectrum of patients suffering
from different cancer types.
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